Introduction to risk analysis

Presentation

This class presents the main dimensions of country risk analysis, which is a practice based on approaches combining several disciplines: economics, law, political science, international relations. The class begins with a historical overview of the progressive institutionalization and professionalization of this approach. It then discusses the concept of sovereign risk, which is at the foundation of the notion of country risk, then examines the tools available to analysts (rating, indices, and ranking) through different examples (political risk, corruption, sovereign and financial risk, etc.). Finally, it discusses the need to link these dimensions when compiling a country risk assessment.

Recommended Prerequisite(s)

Participants in this class must have good knowledge in international economics and of the basic concepts and mechanisms at work in the international financial system. Good command of simple economic mechanisms is also essential for understanding the structural analysis of an economy.

In brief

ECTS credits : 2.0
Number of hours : 18.0
Teaching term : Six-monthly
Teaching activity : Lecture course
Year : Fourth year
Validation : Final written examination

Contacts

Responsible(s)

Dufy Caroline
c.dufy@sciencespobordeaux.fr
Form of assessment

The number of ECTS credits and the assessment methods are likely to be different for students in credit exchange programmes.
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